
 

“No winter lasts forever; no spring skips its turn.”  
― Hal Borland, Author and NY Times Columnist — 

 
Dear Friends, 

“…No spring skips its turn.” In fact, Spring feels like it is already here as I write this Easter letter. The sky is blue and 
snowflakes are a swirling memory. Vaccines are the talk of the town… who has received their vaccine and who is 
scheduled? And what will it mean when we’ve all played our part in arresting the power of this pandemic that has stolen 
our free time, our leisure, our family time, even our freedom? Lent is only forty days in our tradition, but my goodness, 
it seems to have lasted the entire year. But hope is in the air. Promise is in the air. There is change afoot and I, for one, 
feel lighter and more joyful as the sun shines longer and the air warms around me. I hope you feel the anticipation and 
the promise on the wind. Lent, the longest lead-in to a full and spirit-filled Holy Week, shall culminate in Easter. This 
year of holding back and staying in and doing without shall culminate in the Easter: renewal and resurrection, a holy 
moment into which our following of Jesus’ Way leads, a hope that keeps us traveling a path of love and loving. 

I invite you this year — as the tide of fear and doing without sharply turns — to participate in as much of the Holy Week 
journey as you can. I believe the fullness of a holy Lent is fulfilled in journeying through the week before Easter, living 
the ups and downs as we walk towards the cross…and beyond! Each service, each sacred story, draws us in to the heart 
of Jesus. We will wave our palms on the road to Jerusalem, welcoming the Rabbi, touched by the anxiety of knowing 
this is the beginning of trial. We will set our hearts and minds to receive the holy silence and song of Taizé with our new 
friends from North Wales. We will remember in a service of shadow and light — Tenebrae — the depth of friendship and 
the sharpness of betrayal experienced by our brother Jesus. And on Good Friday, our hearts will break again with loss.  

But our feeling of loss will never be as complete as that first Friday, that day of goodbye when the disciples were not 
sure of the resurrection. Like the women on the road, we have seen the Lord. We live, always, with a “hint of hope.” My 
goodness, we have only survived this past year because we are a people of hope. It has maintained us and carried us. As 
the Service of Light begins, the rubrics for this Easter Vigil instruct: In the darkness, fire is kindled. We will miss this 
deeply this year but as we gather on Easter Day, our shared declaration shall mean that much more: “The Lord is risen, 
indeed. Alleluia!” 

My prayer for each of us is that the fire is kindled. The hint of hope is held close. And we dance into spring, into the 
season of resurrection, with renewed vision and enthusiasm and dreams for the coming of the kingdom every day.  

Thank you for each of your Easter spirits throughout this past year. Thank you for the parts you play in making St. 
James a holy place, a place of sanctuary and safety, a place of welcome and inclusion, each and every day. May God’s 
blessing in all our lives be overflowing with joy and possibility. 

In love, 

Rev. Ann+ 

Easter 2021 

HE IS 

 Risen  

 
INDEED 


